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ABSTRACT 

We consider permutations A and B of a finite set of d elments 

i:uch that A, B, and C=AB have respective orders a, b, c ;> 2. G. A. 

Miller showed in 1900 that for 2~ a~ b~ c,such p~rmutations always 

exist with d =c, c+ l, or c+2 according to the parities of a, b; c. If 

s=max [s (a), s(b) s(c)J, where s(a) is the sum of the primary 

factors of a, then according to parities, d ;> s, s+ 1, s+2. We find ail 

infinite class of triples a, b, c (with a=2) for which d must be larger 

than s+2 However, the cases a=3, 4, 5, 6, as well as other large 

families of cases, support the conjecture that, for a ;> 3, one can 

always choose d ~ s+2. 

Introduction 

We consider the following much studied question. Given three 
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integers a, b, c > 2, what are the finite permutation groups G gener

ated by two elem.en ts A and B of orders a and b, whose product C =AB 

has order ~ ? G. A. Miller (25] refers to a remark ofBurnside 

[11, p. 15]: "A relatio:i of the form Sp=SqSr between three operations 

of the group will not in general invol.ve any necessary relation between 

the order of Sp and the orders of Sq and S,." 

This question has arisen in connection wi:th finite simple groups. 

For example, when is the alternating group (or the symmetric group) 

of degree d generated by elements A and B, of orders a and b, such 

that C=AB has order c? (See Macbeath [23] for the case a=2, b=3, 

c > 7 and also Conder [14, 15] who tre:tts the co<se a=2, b=3, 

c > 7.) 

The same question arises m connection with a well known 

theorem, first conjectured by ·Fenchel [19], that every Fuchsian group 

G is virtually torsion free, that is, G contains a subgroup of 
fihtte irti:le.-<: with M nontrivial elenent of finite orrler. 
Fenchel obsel\ved tha:t (the proof reiluces easily to the case that 

G is·a triartgle group, ·G = < A; 8: A" =Bb = (AB)"== l >,where it 

inu'st he,shown thatlG haS'aJi'nite·image in which the images of A, 13, 

and C.;_J4JB retain the orders a, b, and c. This <;ase was proved by 

Fox•['21] in·f952. 

However, this result for triangle groups is contained in what 

appears to be the first paper on this subject, by G. A. Miller [25] in 

1900, where it is shown that, for all a, b, c ); 2, there .exist permuta

tions A and B of a finite set Q such that A, B, and C=AB h.J.ve orders 

a, b, and c and that Q has d =m, m+ 1, or m+2 elements, form the 

maxihmm•of a,;b,. c.•Mill:er'sproof,.as well as the later proof of Fox, 

explicitly constructs, perrr:iutations A.,and Bwith the req1;1ired pro

perties. Later proofs using matrices were given by Feuer (20] and by 

Men;nicke .' [24]. :{n, a second paper, Miller ; [26]. showed that, for 
infinitely many d, A and B could be chosen as permutations of a set 
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Q of d elements, such that the group G generated by A a!!).d Bis 

transitive on n, .thus obtaining infinitely many nonisomorphic 

groups G. 

A proof of Fenchel's theorem by entirely different means appears 

to have been given first by Selberg [30]. It uses the well known fact 

that a Fuchsian group G contains only finitely many conjugacy 

classes of elements of finite order, and also the fact that G, viewed ris 

a finitely generated matrix grollp over a field, is residually finite. 

From this it follows that there is a m.lp from G onto a finite _group i11 
which the image of each element of finite order has the same order 

as the original; the kernel of this map is then a torsioi;i fr!i!e subgroup 

of finite index. 

A third approach lies in the observation that if a Fuchsian group 

G acts on the hyperbolic plane in t.he usual manner, with a fundam

enta,l region D.., then the .existence Of a torsion free subgroup S (hence 

a surface group) of index d in G is equivalent to the existence of a 

umon E of d translates gb.. of D.. such that E is a fundamental region 
.. . 

for a surface group S. This approach has been followed by Edmonds, 

Ewing, and Kulkarni [16, 17, 18] who show that, under.· the ~bvi~us 
necessary conditions, a closed orientable surface ca~ ~I ways be ~essell
ated into d polygons, each witp r sides and with prescribed vertex 

. - . ... ·-

angles a1, ... ar. (Here the closure of a face is not required to be simply 

connected.) From this they deduce the followi11g. Let G .be a Fuchsia_n 

group with elliptic generators of orders mv ... ,mr ;;;..2,a11d let m be the· least 
.. ._. ., .: ·- . 

common multiple of the mi. In the special case that G has no par~bolic 

generators, that m is even, and that Em/m1 is odd, define 8=2, and 

otherwise take 8=1. Then G cont;:t.ins a torsion free subgroup oqndex 

d;;;;;. 1 ifa.nd onJy if d)s a multiple of ,do-:;;8m. (.They notetb,at these 

s.ubgrpJJps need. not be normal,. and .that the,determ.ination. of the 

torsion-free n~m:11al s.ub~ro.ups of .. specifi~d indc:;x a ppear,s to in vol ye 
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deep number theoretic questions.) 

They obtain an interpretation of their re~ults in terms of permut

ation ~roups. Given m1, ... ,mr ;> 2, where r ;> 3 and a and d0 lire as 

before, the symmetric group of degree d0 contains permutations 

Ai. ... ,Ar such that each A; is a product of do/mt disjoint cycles oflength 

m;, that Av .. .,Ar = 1, and that the subgroup generated by A1, ... ,Ar is 
transitive. 

In Part I of this paper we 11ive a version of Miller's proof of his 

first result, in a pictorial (or geometric) form that we believe to be 

more perspic1,10us. This method, which has been much used elsewhere 

[4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15, 32, 33, 34, 35] lies in constructing of a ''coset 

graph" for G, relative to the generators A and B. 

In Parts II ~nd III we present some results and a conjecture regarding 

the smallest possible degreed= d (a,b,c)of a subgroup G of the symmetric 

group Sa, ~hat is generated by elements A and B such that A,B, and AB 

have orders a, b, and c. It is easy to see that if the la,rgest of a, b, c is 

prime power,then Miller's lower bound ford is best possible.But for gene

ral a, b, cone can do better. The least possible degree of a permutation of 

order m > 2 is s(m), the sum of the factors in the primary decomposition 

of m as a product of powers of distinct primes. Clearly d=d (a, b, c) > 
s=s(a, b, c), the maximum of s(a), s(b), s(c); the same considerations 

as in Miller's argument show that, according to conditions of parity, 

one must have d > s, d ;> s +I, or d > s + 2. o;e is tempted to 

conjecture that d < s + 2, that is, that in all cases dis one of s, s+ I, 

or s+2. 

Suppose by symmetry that s(a) < s(c) < s(b). We show that 

the extreme value d=Max [a, b, c] + 2 given by -Miller is attained 

only if b=2' for some r > l and either a=b=c, or else a and c are 

both odd and a, c < b. Contrary to the tempting conjecture above, 
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we sliow that when a =2 there are infinitely ma;ny .valu~s,pf,b ~mch 
t"; .. i \'.;-,;~ ,~ ·-.·, ' ,.-:r :_;;:. ~.;:..) ..;_,,,, :. ,:- ... , "-· :·_,,.; , ;· -·.,., '"., .~ ,;,c. ' , -~ .. ·--d· 

·inat, 'for some c (which must .in fact be a priipe), ._d ::;- s+.~, ]Ju~ that 

.·. the~e-,v~f~es :~fb have
0

densit;'o. However, ifa is3,4, 5,_or 6, we,can 

'·prove 'th~t'i~ s-i-2. This toge~her with many other. special cases, 
'.J { ~.,\ \'~. ' -- ~- i", ' • '. ·' ... _, ;_ ' : ::, ' . . --- •' -

leads us to believe that d ~ s+ 2 whenever a > 2. 

Although the pictorial interpretation used in Part I has guided 

our 'thi.~king in Parts' II an.d III, we have not used it there. 

Let A a·nd B be permutations of a fi~ite set a.· We de(ine a 

2-complex K =K(A,B) as follows. The vertices (points, 0-cells)of Kare 

the elements p of Q.The 2-cells COl]sist of edgesjoining di~tinct pointsp 

and q if arid only if q 'is one of pA, pA-I, pB, pJr( If (p1,. .. ,p;;.), 

m '-;i 2, is a nontr'fvial c~cle of A (or 6f B], J~. adjoiA as a.'2~~ell a~ 
. . . . ' '.!, -> ~- ;~ ·" • J\. j···, ,,,;ic ·,; 

JI.:.. face [or B-/cice], thil.\ is an m-g6nal disc, orie'll'ted so that its 
> ".· ., • ·' • .. ,,. /'~" -~~-;;,., 

boundary is ihe m-gon with vertices PJ,. . .,p:;,. in cyclic order. (Ifm=2, 

this choice of orientation is arbitrary.) 

Suppose conversely that ~ 2-complex K is given, together with a 

division of its 2-cells into A-faces and B-faces such that two A-faces for 
~ · ·~ · ~ ,- ':. 1<,, · \ .•.• ,: :._ .. _,,-., .. , •. .,, ~~ :; ___ :,,_ ~·~'°~tJ& R:··~·~(Jtt~ -0i>f"t;~~·::·li3';fyi'.X::i 

two cs:::...face'SJ are always disjoint; and with a specification of an orien-

tation of each face. Theri it is clear liow. to recove~ percitlfii't'irins A 

and B of the set Q of vertices of K such that K=K(~,B,J. _We shall 

bg'iistruct ··0ur r·ermut~ti6ns A. anc...B in. this ~ay, by pi·;~i~g together 

. tlie·cOI:nple':iCJ(6f<.(A.,E)~ 

•0 ··~,~.-<1_ .. ,._. r.-~·p:·: :;; ;:·- r_;.~.i~-h.:n,;·'.-~- ti \.: ::;;· ;:_· 1.·L~~ .. \! J~.n .. ,:.J.A::F1' ;,1£u». 

In the complexes K considered below, all A-faces will have' a 
. . ':'' . . . • .. ' ... '',_,,,.,"> _ ,;·_,'._-~. • :.~,.,_·~-:·f«,;:t .. ,. ·:·~'.;-.:-<.;:i:y,i· ;:_'J!.~- .;-'.,~"~.:;--. 

vertices. arrd a:n B'-:faces' will have b vertices, except there may occur 

one A-digon with two vertic.es if a is even, or one B-rjigon ifb .is .~v.en. 

~bus ~n A-f~ce will be und~rstood to have~ vertices, and a B-face b 
~ :::,,"~ !.~.;',';,::._'.)'j)1~~ 

vertices, unless otherwise noted. The complex K will always be conne-
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cted. Moreover (after possible deletion of a single A-face) K will be 

simply connected, and embedded in the plane in such a way th~t all 
. . . 

A-faces are odented clockwise and all B-faces counterclockwise. In all 

cases c__:_AB(which we interpret as A followed by B) will consist of a 

single cycle of length c, together with a possible fixed point (cycle of 

length 1) or, if c is even, a possible transposition (cycle of length 2). 

We begin with a family of complexes K .. ~ for n > 0. For given a, 

b, and n,. the complex K11 consists of n A-faces Ai. .. ,A'll and n-t 1 B

faces Bo, ••. ,B11. Each A, has <me vertex in coil.lmon. with B,_1 and one 

with Bt, an.d the faces are otherwise disjoint. This is illustrated m 

Figure 0. 

.Jc\· .. . A . . n 

. . 

Figare 0. 

Inspection shows that K,.. has c'/1-:b+ ndvertices, where d=a+b-2, 
~ 

· and that. C-:AB corlsists of a single cycle of length c=Cn. 
. . 

Except for Ko, in which A is trivial, ·each Kn exhibits A and B 

of orders a and b, with C=AB of order Cn. For given a and b, we reach 

the remaining values c ~ b by attaching additional A-faces to Bo 

and Bn, together possibly with one further A-digon or B-digon. The 

manner of attaching these additional faces is described in the following 

lemmas. 
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LEMMA I. Let p and Q be two cyclic permutations hc.ving in 

common only an odd number of vertices, which occur consecutively in P 

and Q. Then PQ is a single cycle. 

Proof. \Ve may s:.ippose that P ==(Ph···,pk, ri, ... ,r,,.) and Q=UJi.···•P11, 
t 

si. ... ,s,,) where k is odd. Then inspection shows that PQ =(pi, p3, ... ,pk, 

This is illustrated in Figure 1, 0 

Q 

Figure ·1. 

Lemma 2. Let P and Q b1 cyclic permutations having in common 

only an even number of vertices, which occur as in Figure 2.Then PQ has 

a single fixed point, and is transitive on ther emaining vertices. 

Proof. I.fP=(P2,P1>Pa,p4, ... ,pk, rh .. .,rm), fork even, Q=(PhP?.•···•Pk, 

s1, •.. ,s,,), then 
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0 
Figure 2. 

Lemill'a 3. '·LeJ P andJJ. P!!.#}Z9Li{;JJJ?,r,wutations having in common 

only ~n even nu'!!h.er6f.,yertices, iW/zich occur as in "Ftgtii:.e 3. Then PQ 

has a si"n,_~Je'f.r,ansposif;1on, and ~-s transitive on the remaining veftices. 

/ 

Figure 3. 
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We :ne,ed one mote rather~pecial lemma. 

Uemma 4. Suppose ;ri > 0 is even and 1k is odcl; ,stippese further 

that either k == I and 2 + m <; e or that 2 + m + k :f!f. c. TJft:n 
. . 

there exist permutations A and B ofa set· Q of c Hemen ts ·such•that 

(i) A has order a = mk and (ii) Band C = AB have order c. 

Proof. Let .Q = {l, 2,. .. ;c}. If 13 = (I 2 ... ·cJ arid A~== ~l 3) (,2 45 
.·.Jm +2), )tli~n C1 · • A.1B = (I 4 6 ... m + 2, 3, 2, 5, ·7' .;. m- + I, 

'in 4- '3 m + 4 ... c). If k = I, we ~ake A • 14i -whenc~ C . -C1. 

·Ifk > l we: take A= Ai A2whereA2·= (m+3 m-f4:.~~ -m+k+2). 

By Lemma 1,-c =A2Ci: is 'a cycle Of length c. D 

We shall prove the following version of Miller's theorem. 

Theor~m 5. Lei a~· b; c be integers, 2 ~ a :i;;;, b ~ ~. Then t!Jere 

exist·permutations A and B 'of a set .Q ofd -~ c+ 2 eli!'men~;_-su~h tlkft 

A;'B, and C=ABhave orders a, b; and c. The set Q cafi>cbe takt;n with 

d=c e!e.nents and hence with C d·_single cycle e-xcepl z1IL tlr~ following 

case, 

; {l.) If'a = b .:_,c =<6, then the sinallest 1val(le'•do,of 
d -:- I P I is do = 7 = c + ·J • 

'·(2) Ifa ._ b-'= c = 2~. r :>·'1, rhen'the ·'~allest , value'do ofd.A 
··di,== c"+·2'. 

(3) If a= 2"~ r >),and b = c =a+ 1, the~ d0 = c + J. 

(4) If a, bare odd and c ev(!n, then, in certain cases (infact, if and 

only if c isap~wer of2),· do:. ,c + 2. 
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(5) If a, care odd and b = c - 1, then in certain cases (for example, 

if bis a power o/2) do= c + 1. 

Proof. We first treat the case b = c. If d = c, the11 B and C must 

be single cycles of the same length b = c, whence Band C have the 

same parity and A must be an even permutation. If A is odd, we take 

A to be a single cycle of le11gth q, together ,with fixed points, and 

attach this cycle to a c -:- cycle B in the m1.nrier of Lemma 1 to 

obtain a c:--cycle C = AB. 

We may now suppose that a is even, a = 2"k, r ;_:;;, l. k odd. 

Suppose first that, a = _b = c = 6. Now one of A, B, C, say A, must 

be an ev~n permutation. Since A mus_t contain one . cycle of even 

length, it mµst contain two_ such, and A must also contain a cycle of 

order dividible by f This implies that d ). 7. The value d = 7 can 

be realized by taking 0 = {1, 2, ... , 6, p}, A = (l 3) (2 4) (6 5 p), 

B = (1, 2 ... 6) (p). whence C = (1 4 3 2 5 p) (6). 

If ~ = 3 and r). 2, then k + 2. (k-1) ~ 2r (k-1) whence 

2 + 2' + k <; 2rk = a ~ b = c, and Lemma 4 applie~ .to gh:e 'd= c. 

If k ;> 5, then k + 2 ~ 2 (k - I) ~ 2r(k - 1), whence ~gain 

2 + 2i' + k <; b = c and 1.emma 4 again gives d = .c. 

Suppose now that k = l, that is, a== 2•. If a + 2 ~ b = c, 

then Lemma 4 again applie> to give d = c. Theo cases remain that 

b = c = a and that b = c = a + l. If a = b = c = 2•, then· one of 

A, B, C must be an even permutat.ion, henc~ mus~ contain a -2•-cycle 

together with another cycle of even len~tt:: This implies that d~c+2. 
To realize :this value we taken= {l, 2, ... ,c, p, q} with 

A = {p 4 q 3 5 6 ... c) (1) (2), B = (l 2 ... c) (p) (q), whence 

C = (12368 ... c p 5 7 ... c-1) (q 4). 
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If a = 2• and b = c =a + 1, then Band Care even permutations, 

whence. A must be even, with a cycle of le~gth· 2r ·and '-another 

cycle of even length. This implies ·that d > a + 2 = c + I. To 

realize this value we take Q ={I, 2, ... ,c,p}with A= (1 p) (3 2 4 5 ... c), 

B = (1 2 ... c) (p), whence C = (1 p 2 5 7 ... c 4 6 ... c - 1) (3). 

This completes the proof of the theorem in the case b = 'c. 

We assume henceforth that 2 ~ a ~ b < c .. We turn next to the 

exceptional cases ( 4) an<l ( 5). 

Let a, b be odd and c e>7en. Then A and B are even permutations 

whence C must be even. Thus C cannot be a single cycle of even 

length c. If c is a power of 2, this implies that d > c + 2. We establish 

below that the value d = c + 2 can always be attained when a, b are 

odd and c is even. 

Let a, c be odd and b even. Then B must be even and cannot 

consist of a single cycle of length b .If b is a power of 2, then ·a> b '+ 2, 

which, in case c = b + 1, implies that d > c + 1. To show that, 

for a odd, b even, and c = b + 1, the value d = c + 1 can 

be realized, we take A to consist of a single a-cycle (together . with 

fixed points). We attach a b-cycle B1 to A along a-2 consecutive 

points; by'Lemma l, C1 = AB1 is a single cycle of length b +·2 = c+ I. 
We now attach a 2-cycle B2 to A along its two remaining points, and 

take B = B1B2• Then C = AB = AB1B2 consiSts of a single c-cycle 

together with one fixed point. 

To complete the proof of the theorem we suppose a and b given; 

and start with the complexes Kn, which yield for call values c = Cn. 

We proceed. according t0 the parities of iJ and b, by attaching new 

faces to the Kn to obtain complexes Kyielding the remaining values 
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.()f q ~;(~ .. W,e h.ave already <fo~pps.e,cl of the case b == c, and of case (5) 

.G~hc:;re aj~ od,d, b .is everi,. ~nd c -:-:- b + 1). Thus we may S:µppose 

-that c ::> b. I.n c:.ase .(4), we. inust ·~how that K has d = c + 2 V(!rtices. 

-In c:ases (1), (2·), (3} we rnµst.show that K has d = c vertices. 

. . . ~ . . 

·case I: a odd. We shall att~ch h A-faces, for some h to be spe~i-

fied later, eac:hto Bo oy to lJn at a single vertex, and we attach a 

further A-face P to Bo, as in Lemma 1, along an arc containing some 

odd.number· k«>f'vertices. We requite that 

(1) 1 ~ k ~ k* = a - 2, k odd. 

To.be able to attach h-faces at a single point, in ·the worst case 

wh<::re, · n · = 0 and So = B,;, and. where k =· k*, we .. must have 

h + k.* ~ b. ThlJ.s.we. must re.quire that 

(2) 0 ~ h ~ h* = a + 2 where a = b - a > o. 
1:/: ~ ".. ,;• 

~y J,-e.rn~a), .c is transitive, wl:rerice c.:::.... I Q 1. =Cn + !Y., where 

'd) Ll,= ~.(a---:- 1) +'(a- k), even. 

':Ah v~l~~s br h, ksa'tis_fyi~g (1) and (2) are possible, giving all values 

'·'ofL\ iri/tlie ta~ge 

(4)'h\(a-l).+2.~A.~(h+ !.) (a-' 1), A.even. 

Th.~large~tvalue,o(L\.isL\*-.(h* +I) (a-1) =(a+ 3) (a-1), 

~nd.v 'L\* _--.,- d =· ca'+.3) (a-i)'-2(a.:.....l) = (a+i}{a-1)'...._:_ a 
!> 8 (a - 1) - a= a (a - 2) ;;io 0. Thus; ash arid k range·over the. 

admissible values; c = c,. + A. assumes ·all values such that .. '· -· .... ''' ' . '·· .... · .. , . , 

(5) c .... +2 ~ c ~ C11+i + 2, c = Cn (modulo. 2). 

·Subcased.l: b.eyen. Attaching .a,single B.;-digon at a. single 
;! :· 
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vertex· to i~'"A'.:::[ ace i11c~~~se~ I!. by + L Thus ~e 'bbtafA ali
1 
values 

c_ > b ·+ 1 without the_ restriction that c = c11 (modulo 2). , The case 

c = b + I is case (5), already treated. 

Subcase 1.2: b odd. Here a'i~ ~ven. Since Co= b 
1i~ odd, ·a.11 Cn 

are odd, wh~nce the values of c --: Cn .. + /).for evt;n a are_precisely the 

odd numbers c fol,' c > b. To ob_tain the even numbers c, for c.>: b, we 
. . 

modify the constrution, now attaching P as in Lemma 3. JJonditions 

( 1) and (2) are now replaced by 

(1') 2 ~ k ~ k* ='a - I, kiven, 

(2') o ~ h ~ h* = a + 1. 

:Sy' L~rri.in'a 3, C now consists ~i-~ . '2-cyc'i~ :\~~~1th~r ~ith a ~i~}'oint 
c'ycii~ '~fi~ngth c '-' d _:_ 2. Thu~ c · 'en·+ a whe~~ 

(3') 'fl= h (a - I) 4- (a_.:::. k) - 2, . a odd. 

We obtain all a in the range 

(5') C11-:- 1 ~ c ~ Cn+i - 3, c even. 

C,ase IJ: a even. We attach. new A-faces as in Case I. We now 

have 

(I") i ~ k ~ k* ~a·=- 1, ~ad, 

(2") o ~ h <. h* = a + I, . 
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(3") A= h (a- l) + (a - k), A= h + 1 (modulo 2), 

(4") h (a-1) + I ~A~ (h+I) (a-I), A:= h+I (mod) 2). 

Now V = (h*+l) (a-1) - d = (a+2) (a..:_1) - 2 (a-1)- 8 

=a (a-I) - a = a (a-2) ;;> o. 

Subcase II. I: b even. Attaching a· single B-digon at a single 

vertex increases A by + 1, thus removing the restriction A = h + 1 

. and yielding all c ;;> b + 1. 

Subcase II. 2: b odd. This case, ·with c > b, is ·treated as above, 

now attaching a single A-digon to Bo or Bn at a single vert.ex. There 

is room to do this except possibly in the case that n = 0, hence 

Bo = Bn, anci that h + k = b. In this case we must have k = k* 

. a~d h = h*, _hence A ~ h* (a-1) + (a-k*) = (8+ l) (a-:--1) + I. 

The missing value, c = c0 + 6 + I, can be obtained from some Cn, 

for n ;;> I, provided that 'c ;;> c1, that is, provided that A + l ;;> d, 

or that (a + I) (a - l) + 2 ;;> 2 (a, - I,) + a. This. condition 

is equivalent to (a - I) (a - I) ;;> a - 2, which holds since 

(a - 1) (a - I) ·> a - I. 

This ca,mpletes the proof of Miller's theorem,. 
. ' . ·' . 1.-) :'· 
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